Honda hrb216

Honda Power Equipment celebrated their 35 th anniversary with plenty of fanfare and with the
launch of the all-new Honda HRN lawn mower series. This mower is built new from the ground
up as a replacement for their most popular line of consumer mowers. It moves from parts down
to just Other options often pair an engine and transmission from different manufacturers that
they have to make fit. It still fits the same footprint from the GCV , allowing it to mate to the
same equipment. Here are a few of the smaller changes that make a difference:. They also
increased the chute diameter, making it tougher to clog. This is a lever that closes off exit
airflow for mulching. If you want to bag or use the rear discharge, flip it over to the bag setting
and roll. A side-by-side look at the HRR and the HRN shows that Honda is going after a sleeker,
sexier design is an improvement over the previous utilitarian look. The design team goes with a
2-point height adjustment system â€” one lever on the front axle and a second on the rear.
Using a rivet to connect the solid rod to the wheels, it creates a rigid construction that resists
the torsion you often see from a 2-point or 1-point design. As an added bonus, you can tilt the
front end up a notch and bag more effectively than when all 4 wheels are level. A slide in the
middle of the thumb bar allows you to adjust it into 5 positions moving up the bar. Once you do,
adjusting your speed comes very naturally as you work your way around the yard. The goal was
to reduce thumb fatigue with better ergonomics. In the short period of time that I got to use it, it
seems to work. One upgrade that was immediately apparent was the 2-way ratchet system on
the drive. When you release the drive bar, a key in the drive allows the rear wheels to freewheel
in forward and reverse. The HRR only had forward freewheeling. While not every component
comes from the US, most of the engine and mower parts are manufactured in the Swepsonville,
NC facility we visited. The entire mower is assembled at that plant and it was the same facility
that the product team conceived and designed it. Expect the Honda HRN line to see limited
distribution starting in September , with a bigger push to retailers this winter. The VKA version
is the most basic of the self-propelled versions. It uses a recoil start with the rear-wheel drive
Smart Drive system. The VLA has a keyed electric start that is mounted on the handle where
you see many self-propelled speed adjusters on other mowers. It includes Roto-Stopâ€”a
feature we see on the HRX that lets stops the blades without stopping the engine. The big deal
is it saves you from having to restart the mower after every interruption. For now, we know that
the first units are going to arrive in September with the majority of retailers getting stock by this
winter. On the clock, Kenny dives deep to discover the practical limits and comparative
differences for all kinds of tools. Off the clock, his faith and love for his family are his top
priorities, and you'll typically find him in the kitchen, on his bike he's an Ironman , or taking
folks out for a day of fishing on Tampa Bay. We like green â€” and what can be more green than
a rechargeable lawn mower? This new rechargeable mower also offers a self propelled feature
which allows users to adjust the mowing speed to their personal pace so they can achieve great
cutting results with minimal effort. Having seen and measured the torque on cordless drills and
driversâ€”as well as the Greenworks 40V chainsawâ€”the concept of a 40V cordless mower just
makes a lot of sense and seems to be very practicalâ€¦even logical. I mean, how hard can it be
to rig a [â€¦]. Thanks for a great review. Any details on how loud the new model is? The previous
generation was one of the loudest on the market. I would love to know the decibel reading.
Brand new cvs self propelled. Suddenly sputtered and stopped. Plenty of fuel. Let it sit it starts
and runs for maybe a minute. Sputters etc. I think obstruction in carbetstor. I purchased this
mower last week from a Honda dealer. I had a 20 year old Honda mower and this new definitely
out performs the older Honda. Time will tell how long it will last. I just bought this mower today,
its going back to the store tomorrow. The bag will not stay on. One bump it falls off the mower.
After only few months, in shop for 2nd time. Surges badly after choke ends. Dealer even said its
normal to surge, they all surge. Can you believe that? Probably needs larger jet. Honda has it
tuned too lean. Stick with a reliable Briggs from now on. Frankly I do not like the variable option.
Also mower has not been cutting all grass at same height. I have not found a way to adjust my
drive and it is in the worst possible position, even a slight grade makes it impossible to operate
using only the thumbs. Terrible machine! Very disappointed. Necessary cookies are absolutely
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below. In the past, when times were better economically, if a lawnmower broke down the owner
would usually just go out and buy a new one. In today's era of a more uncertain economic
outlook it makes sense for consumers to repair their tools, rather than replace them. Most
homeowners own a lawnmower, and have frequently invested a good deal of money in its
purchase. Even high-quality lawnmowers like Honda models sometimes need repair or new
parts. While the three models are similar, they do have different components. You can identify
which exact model you require parts for by looking at the manual that came with the mower
when it was purchased initially, or also by looking at the VIN number on the mower. Specialists
in Honda parts will have parts specifications lists that make it easy to look up mower models by
VIN. One of the best sites for Honda HRB parts is Commonly replaced items on this mower
model include bearings, brake arm. Again a quality comprehensive online parts warehouse will
help the consumer pinpoint the exact part for their exact model of mower. On this model it is not
unusual for the clutch cable and spring to wear out after heavy use and need replacement.
Because Honda mowers the body will often last a long time, sometimes requiring new drive
assemblies or occasionally an entire new transmission. All of these parts are available for
replacement purchase. Though the mower has more features, parts are still widely available for
this mower. The HRB has a hydrostatic drive and electric start feature, but these features are
sturdy and rarely need replacement. Because it is so effective at finely chopping and bagging
leaves, some customers buy a second grass and leaf bag from a parts retailer to extend the life
of their first bag. Built to last, the Honda normally requires little in the way of expensive repair,
but regular service to the mower would include replacement of the air filter. For mowers that are
not started frequently, carburetors may become gummed up and clogged and require
replacement occasionally. Again, a reputable Honda parts vendor can give advice and
suggestions for the replacement or repair of commonly replaced Honda components. No matter
what model number it is, if you have a Honda push motor, you have a high-quality and durable
mower. Even the best products can require replacement parts to keep them running optimally.
Preserve the value of your Honda HRB , , or lawnmower by investing in quality, brand-name
parts from a knowledgeable dealer. Buying the right parts ensures that repairing your
lawnmower will be easier and that the pieces will all fit back together when your repair job is
finished. For advice on what parts you need for your mower, contact an expert such as those at
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